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HOME MAKEOVER

Vaca t i o n H o me El evat i on
CLIENT:
JAMIE, 39, EDITORIAL AND CREATIVE
DIRECTOR FOR D HOME AND
D WEDDINGS MAGAZINE.
L ARRY, 39, CREATIVE DIRECTOR.
LIKE TO INCORPORATE PIECES
THAT ARE OUT OF THE NORM.

LOCATION:
CEDAR CREEK LAKE, TEXAS

HOME:
A-FRAME LAKE HOUSE

DESIGNERS:
THE HOMEOWNERS, JAMIE AND LARRY

“ We didn’t want it to feel like the
t ypical lake house. We wanted to
add pieces that felt collected or
different from what most people
understand as lake house decor.
So for the redesign, we went a bit
more ear thy and layered with a side
of camp. We wanted polish but with
items that had an ease about them.”
-Jamie

CUSTOMER

spotlight

Meet Jam ie and Lar r y,
creatives with a shar p
eye for design, look ing to
revam p an at ypical
vacation hom e.

G

“ This piece is by far
our favorite. It feels like it
was plucked from nature.
Its sculptural quality makes
it feel modern, but it still
has an informal ease.”
-Jamie

F

A. HAVANA ARMCHAIR
T20815

C

B. WHITE REACTIVE GLAZE ROUND STOOL

H

T21982

C–D. NATURAL WOOD CHRISTMAS TREE
C. Large

| D. Medium

| Small

each T22014

E. RECLAIMED WOOD WEDGE STOOL
T21588
F. WHITE OAK DECORATIVE LADDER
T22028

A

E
B
D

G. FAUX BOIS CEMENT VASE Large
T21764

H. RAW TEAK ROOT CONSOLE
T21054
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A. VINTAGE OKHLI SIDE TABLE

T21067

B. DANISH LADDER BACK TEAK ARMCHAIR

T21941

C. WOVEN LEATHER LOUNGE CHAIR
D. MODERN RUSTIC CIRCULAR STONE

T15802

COFFEE TABLE T21591
E. LIZ CLAYTON SIMPLE BLOCK ABSTRACTS 4 WALL ART
F. SARCELLE GLASS FRAME OCTAGON

T22172
MIRROR

G. SLATTED TEAK

T21761

CIRCULAR SIDE TABLE T21340

H. RECLAIMED

WOOD WEDGE STOOL T21588

EFFORTLESS
COMFORT:

A

B

“Out here, it feels
like we’re camping,
completely surrounded
by nature. So, wood,
stone, and natural
materials just feel right.”
-Jamie

F

THE OUTCOME :
“ The new pieces add a
level of polish that we
didn’t have before.
They feel elevated but still
mix really well with the
casual nature of the space
thanks to natural materials
and a mix of honed and
unpolished sur faces.
We feel comfortable
having friends out for a
lovely dinner part y or
having our best friends out
to laze around on a hot
summer day.”
-Jamie & Larr y
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“ The living room space is limited, so instead of
one large cof fee table, we chose t wo smaller
tables and a variet y of cocktail tables. This
allows us to move them around with dif ferent
seating. This house is meant to be a space that
will constantly transform with how we use it.”
-Larr y
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I. VINTAGE CHINESE BENCH W1378
L. ASH HORSESHOE STOOL* T21824

J. ROYAL BLUE HAND-GLAZED POT

each T21460 O–P. WISHBONE CHAIR* O. Natural | P. Black | White | each W5474
R. SKY BLUE REACTIVE GLAZE ROUND STOOL

T21979

K. CELADON REACTIVE GLAZE POT

T21996

M. NATURAL STRIPE HEMP PILLOW COVER T21821

T22023

N. VINTAGE VELVET PEACOCK PILLOW 20”
)

Q. CELADON HAND-GLAZED POT

S. WHITE CRACKLE REACTIVE GLAZE SQUARE STOOL

| 22”

P

T21995
T21984

*Not meant for prolonged outdoor use. Store inside.
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EYE-CATCHING

D

details

Artisan-crafted designs and organic
detailing straight from Mother Nature
produce pieces worthy of a double look.

F

G

H

A. TEAK CUBE SIDE TABLE
T13237
B. RECLAIMED WOOD NOMAD SUNBURST MIRROR
T21760
C. RECLAIMED WOOD WEDGE STOOL T21588
D. BLEACHED TEAK ROOT SIDE TABLE
T21589
E. WOODEN SCALLOPED SIDE TABLE T21590
F. INDIAN RINGS STOOL White W6080
G. PAGODA MIRROR
Natural T12334
H. DREAMY BEDSIDE TABLE
W8192
I. MUGHAL DYNASTY WHITEWASHED SETTEE
T21728
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ARTISAN’S

process

M a h a ra j ah Wood Car vi n g
THE BEAUT Y OF HAND-CRAFTED:
PAINSTAKINGLY CARVED AND FINISHED
BY HAND, THIS INTRICATE WOOD PIECE
IS INSPIRED BY THE ORNATELY FLORAL
PAT TERNS OF ROYAL INDIA.

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN:
INDIA

MATERIALS & ME THOD:
USING SPECIAL KNIVES, CHISELS, AND
GOUGES, CRAFTSMEN ARTFULLY CARVE
OUT DETAILED DESIGNS IN HARDWOOD
THAT WILL LAST YEAR AFTER YEAR.

MAKING A BEAUTIFUL WORLD:
BRINGING PIECES LIKE THESE INTO
YOUR HOME HELPS SUPPORT THE
NETWORK OF ARTISANS THAT SHARE
THEIR TALENTS TO PRODUCE THEM.

A. MAHARAJAH WOOD CARVING
King
Queen
each T21744
B. ZHARA STRIPE INDOOR/OUTDOOR RUG
Ivory T21724
C. WHITE WOVEN LEATHER
AND TEAK SAMUEL BENCH
T21568
D. AQUA EUROPEAN
FLAX LINEN PILLOW COVER
Square W7574
E. PERSIMMON EUROPEAN
FLAX LINEN PILLOW COVER
Kidney W7637
F. NATURAL HEMP PILLOW COVER
T21822
G. CORSICA VELVET IKAT
PILLOW COVER - RECTANGLE
T21146
H. SMALL SUCCULENTS IN
FOOTED MARBLE BOWL
T21538
I. LUNA LAMP
T15533
J. HAO PORCELAIN VASE
W8683
K. BANSWARA MARBLE SIDE TABLE
T11101

22
22
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trending now

Spongellé® Body Wash
Infused Buffer®
Buff away the day with
beautifully rich body wash
infused into the sponge.
| Page 12

Pure Cosmetics Recharge &
Renew Magnetic Mask
Mineral-infused clay mask and
magnetic removal tool firm,
brighten and hydrate skin.
| Page 13

CrownPro™ Smoke
Pro Eyeshadow Palette
20 luxurious shades let you
create show-stopping eye
looks perfect for any holiday
party.
| Page 59

n

Design.Me Ultimate
Hair Care Pack
Add shine, hydration and
control with Fab.Me, then cut
drying time with PowerDry.Me.
| Page 27

2 | cosmoprofbeauty.com
02_03_CP_TRENDINGNOW_NOV17.indd 1

DevaCurl Kits
Give textured hair the love it
deserves with curl-specific
cleansing, conditioning and
styling.
| Page 33

ColorProof® Holiday Trios
A trio for everyone on
your list! Give the gift of
moisturized locks, undeniable
volume or smooth style.
| Page 38

All products may not be available in all areas. See store or Sales Consultant for details.

9/29/17 4:13 PM

Nautical,

CHIC!

From nautical nails to coastal curls, spend this summer
soaking up the sun in style. Find everything you need at
CosmoProf® to voyage into vogue — including oceaninspired lacquers and hair colors, anchor-adorned
jewelry and limited edition tools with seaworthy totes.
Look for your coupon offer on the back.

classically
modern
Photo courtesy of Craig MacLeod at Craeg Photography

A perfectly executed undercut. A beard groomed just right. A fade so smooth, people look twice.
Expert barbering is about creating a persona – a man who pays attention to the details, who knows
that first impressions can be everything. At CosmoProf® and Armstrong McCall®, we honor the timeless
tradition of barbering and its modern interpretations with an unrivaled portfolio of professional
products and tools for every barber’s arsenal. Because we know that barbering is more than just a
profession. It’s a lifestyle. Barbering is an art form. And we celebrate the artists.

JUL16_CP_ManMag_Ad.indd 1
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industry icon Sonya

Dove

Global Ambassador for Wella, Intercoiffure North America Color Council Director and
Co-Owner of The Doves by DNA in Santa Monica, CA | follow her on Instagram: @sonyadove
We talked with Sonya about why she got into the industry, what it’s like co-owning a salon and what being Licensed To
Create means to her. For the full interview, visit the CosmoProf® Beauty Blog at cosmoprofbeauty.com/beautyblog.
Q. You’ve been recognized as a leading educator in your
industry many times throughout your career. What are
your keys to success?
A. I usually don’t say no to anything, even if it’s something
I’m fearful about doing. I’ve been asked to do some things
in my career that have made me nervous, and I thought,
it’s easier to say no and harder to say yes. But saying yes
actually helps because it gets me past that fear.
Q. Where do you find inspiration?
A. I get inspired a lot by nature. And the only time I really find
inspiration in nature is when I stop and I’m quiet. Which is
not a lot of the time. I have to make a concerted effort to
stop and just be present. I still work on it daily.
Q. You’ve been involved with Wella for 32 years.
How did you get involved with them?
A. I used Wella in beauty school in England. After getting
my license and working in a salon, I started to enter
competitions. And after doing it for five or six years and
not getting anywhere, I won a competition in England. And
after winning several of them, I was approached by Kadus
to do a show and presentation. And then they asked me
to do a tour in England for a company they were affiliated
with – Wella. So I did that tour, and that was that.
Q. What are your must-have products and tools that you
always reach for?
A. Koleston Perfect, Illumina Color, Color Touch and Magma
– I use them all in the salon and classes. Koleston Perfect
is my go-to. But I love Illumina because it’s unique. It has

more light reflection and hair protection. I’m a person who
absolutely loves brighter colors, so I love Koleston’s and
Color Touch’s reds and coppers. But my clients prefer
more subtle colors. So I go between the two.
For styling and care, I have to say I like both Wella and
Sebastian. I have both in the salon. I love Sebastian’s Dark
Oil. Oh my gosh, I use Dark Oil every day on my hair. I also
use Malibu C Crystal Gel to remove unwanted minerals
before I do some color services.

 e can create anything
W
we want. We don’t have
to wait.
Q. What’s your favorite part of presenting at shows
and teaching classes?
A. The big thing for me is people. Whether it’s a class for five
people or a show for a thousand, I got into this industry not
for hair but for people. I find them fascinating. I think we’re
incredible human beings, and everyone can learn so much
from each other.
Q. What’s most rewarding about owning a salon?
A. What I do love about it is my clients. I can’t even call
them clients. They’re my friends. They know all my ups
and downs, they know all about what I do. They’re my
therapists as much as I am theirs. And I love my team. They
are incredible and such a support to me in many ways.
What I don’t like is running a business and everything that
comes with that.
Q. What advice do you have for those who are thinking
of opening their own salon?
A. Really look at themselves. I’m 100% creative. If they’re like
me, it’s best that they get a business partner or someone
who does the business. Now, if you’re a hairdresser who is
creative and has an amazing business sense, then you’ll do
amazing. It’ll be fantastic.
Q. What about stylists new to the industry – what advice
would you give them?
A. Never forget the first reason why they got into the industry.
What happens is, over time, you can lose sight of your
dream. Write it down and always look at that. And don’t
give up. We all have bad days. Just keep going forward.
Don’t look backward and don’t
be too hard on yourself.
Q. Finally, what does Licensed To Create mean to you?
A. It’s a license to fulfill your dreams. Because, you know, you
can say “licensed to create” to anybody. It’s a very beautiful
sentence for life, really. We’ve only got one time on this
Earth, and “licensed to create,” for me, is to make the best
with my time here. We can create anything we want. We
don’t have to wait.
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“I was
attracted to
the Mayborn
because I
think this is a
program with
tremendous
potential.”
-Dorothy Bland

“Opportunity” is the Key Word for New Dean Dorothy Bland
In June, the Mayborn School of Journalism welcomed its new dean, Dorothy Bland. Graduate student Jane R. LeBlanc sat down
with Bland to see what she brings to the program, how she plans to capitalize on our digital future and what it means to be an “artsy
kind of chick.”

J
D

ane: Based on your professional experience, what do you bring here to the Mayborn that no one else can?

orothy: Energy! I’m very excited about this opportunity. I’ve been a reporter, editor, publisher, media consultant, and
I’ve worked in every department of a newspaper. I’ve also managed online startups. I’m not a digital native, but I’m very
much an advocate of using the technology. I think mobile is huge as an opportunity.

J
D

: Do you think your business degree helps in running a journalism department that also caters to strategic communications
students?

: Oh absolutely. One of the growth areas in media has been strategic communications. I think it’s important that we
understand that the “m” in journalism is “money matters.” And I understand that the role and the function of the dean
is to help expand resources for our program here, and part of my job is to help with fundraising in a big way.

J
D

: What direction should we take the journalism field in the new digital age?

: We need to embrace the technology. I think that mobile, social and digital are unstoppable forces. They need to be
enhanced as part of our portfolio with regards to storytelling. I’m not suggesting that everyone go out and simply do
Tweetdeck or only look at Twitter feeds, but there are opportunities for crowdsourcing with social media and Facebook and
Twitter. There are also new platforms that are emerging constantly. Are you on Vine?

J
D
J
D

: Yes.
: Good! So what do you think of it?

: I try to be really funny. I don’t know if I’m succeeding. But I think there’s great opportunity on Vine.

: I think there’s lots of room for user-generated content. But at the end of the day, there will still be a need for folks to
edit, slice and dice, and synthesize and analyze information. So, data mining will be huge, as well. And I also think that
online learning is a huge opportunity, if done right.

J
D

: So what does it mean to you to be dean of the Mayborn School of Journalism, a named school that’s in a diverse and
metropolitan area?

: I think it’s a tremendous honor, a tremendous privilege. I have substantial experience running a very diverse program
at Florida A&M University. It’s the largest historically black university in the nation. At the same time, the state of Texas
is the most diverse state in the union. And when you look at the demographics for the Mayborn students, I think that I’m a
good fit. I’m an African-American woman … women are half the population. When you look at the changing demographics
of America, there are clearly more people of color who are interested in media. And I think that this will be a good marriage.

J
D

: Why the Mayborn?

: I was attracted to the Mayborn because I think this is a program with tremendous potential. You
have the full complement of student media, and that’s the NT Daily; SWOOP, a student-run public
relations firm; Gravitas, a student-run ad team; and even photography and photo editing with One Eleven Mediaworks. That’s wonderful. And I still think there are tremendous opportunities for students who
are interested in broadcast journalism.
I also think I was attracted to the Mayborn because of Frank Mayborn and Sue Mayborn, newspaper
publishers. I feel very comfortable with the fact that we have a nationally ranked nonfiction literary
conference that draws talent from all over the nation and, indeed, with the power of the web, all over the
globe.
I’m also a native of Arkansas. I grew up in Little Rock. So this is the closest I’ve ever been to family in the
course of my professional career. I think Texas is a pretty cool place to be.

J
D

: I’ve heard you referred to as a results-oriented person. What does that mean?

: If you develop a plan, you work the plan and you measure the results. Pretty simple. I believe in
teamwork. I think that’s incredibly important. I don’t have all the answers … I don’t think anyone
has. But I think working with a team—and that’s faculty, staff and, indeed, students … there will be
times when I’ll ask, “What’s the students’ perspective?” We had a meeting just last week on NT Daily,
and I asked, “What does the audience want?” And the audience is students. So that’s what it means for
me to be a results-oriented person.

J
D

: So, when you’re not working, what do you like to do?

: Play. (Laughs) I work hard, but I also play hard. In terms of my interests, obviously since I am a
journalist, I’m a reader. I also like to take care of myself, so I’m an exercise and health nut, to some
degree. I enjoy the arts. I love live theater, I love music. I understand that UNT has a wonderful jazz
program, and I hope to see more of that in the future. I love art galleries. So, I’m sort of an artsy kind
of chick. I believe in giving back to the community, so I’ve been involved in charity races over the years.
Everything from Habitat for Humanity to 5K runs on Father’s Day.

J
D
J
D

: So what would you say is most important to you in life?
: (Pauses) Family, paying it forward and helping build the next generation of talent for the industry.

: Finish this sentence for me: My day isn’t complete unless I…
: Pray, exercise, read and have fun.

If you see Dean Bland around, make sure to give her a big Texas howdy.

Background
Dorothy M. Bland joined the faculty in June and brings to the school
more than 25 years of media experience including being a reporter,
editor, media/marketing consultant and publisher. She holds a master’s
degree in Business Administration from George Washington University, as well as a bachelor’s in Journalism from Arkansas State University.
Prior to becoming the dean, she served for five years as the journalism division director at Florida A&M University and as a journalism
professor.
She has managed multi-million dollar companies and online startups.
From 1983-1990, she served in a variety of news roles at USA Today.
Prior to joining Gannett in 1980, she worked for daily newspapers
in Arkansas and Tennessee. She has won numerous reporting/writing
awards and served as a mentor to hundreds of journalists and students
over the years.
In addition to her bachelor’s and master’s degrees, she is a McCormick
Fellow and a graduate of the Media Management Center’s Advanced
Executive Program at Northwestern University. She also is an alumna
of the Scripps Howard Academic Leadership Academy at Louisiana
State University. She has completed additional graduate work in mass
communication at Florida State University.
She has a passion for people, journalism and making a positive difference. Her research interests include media management, marketing,
digital/social media and diversity.
Awards and Honors:
Bland has earned three Gannett president’s rings for excellence as a
publisher. Her work has been published in a variety of publications
ranging from USA Today to The International Journal of the Image.
She has served on a variety of industry boards including the Newspaper Association of America Foundation and the Colorado Press Association. She has also served on accrediting teams for the Accrediting
Council for Education in Journalism and Mass Communication.
Bland is featured in the book The Edge of Change: Women in the 21st
Century Press, and she has made presentations at institutions ranging
from The Poynter Institute to Kuwait University.

“ I’ve been a
reporter, editor,
publisher, media
consultant, and
I’ve worked in
every department
of a newspaper.”
-Dorothy Bland

FOR SPICY LATINO
MYSTERIES OR
MAGICAL TEXAS TALES
look no further
than melissa
S

he’s Dolores “Lola” Cruz,
the spicy Latina private
investigator who, when not
finding missing mothers or
tracking down criminals in a
nudist resort, spends her time salsa dancing
and getting muy caliente with a sexy blast
from her past. Balancing her Latina roots
and American way of life, Lola navigates
her world with smarts and sass.
She’s also Harlow Jane Cassidy, the greatgreat-great granddaughter of the famous
Butch Cassidy. She possesses a magical charm
passed down through the generations – a
charm granted to her outlaw ancestor while
he was on the run in Argentina. Now Harlow
Jane Cassidy, dressmaker, grants the desires
of others through the garments she makes
especially for them.
Confused? Both Lola and Harlow spring
from the imagination of bestselling author
Melissa Bourbon Ramirez, who combines
the Texan and Latina influences in her
life to create mystery novels. Her Magical
Dressmaking Mystery series featuring Harlow
Jane Cassidy (great for teens and adults) is a
two-book series so far, while her Lola Cruz
Mystery series (the steamy romance makes
it an 18-and-up read) features three books.
Thankfully for fans that love her authentic
Mexican-American characters and crazy
plots, she shows no signs of slowing down.
She has three romantic suspense novels on
the way, all based on Mexican legends. The
12

first, A Deadly Sacrifice, is due at the end of
2012. Whether she’s writing Mexican-inspired
dialogue or creating Texas towns, however,
Melissa is true to where she comes from and
where she is now – a married mother of five
and a publishing empresaria living on the
outskirts of Denton.
The blonde-haired, green-eyed author, who
identifies as Latina-by-marriage, leans back in
her desk chair, tucking a loose strand of hair
behind her ear while trying to put a label on
her own ancestry. Though born in California,
her family is Texan. She works hard to keep
her husband’s Mexican-American culture alive,
both in family life and on the page, while still
being true to her Texas roots. She thinks the
publishing world is short on strong Latina
characters, and it’s her mission to change that.
Her muse? Her 11-year-old daughter. “She’s
this sort of hybrid of these two cultures,”
Melissa says. “I just want to write characters
that she’ll relate to, that she’ll understand.”
Although the Lola series is a fun series, “I
think that it has a little bit more meaning for
me, because I feel like creating [Lola] really is
a bridge to my own kids,” she says.
Melissa puts her characters in all kinds of
crazy situations involving mysticism, stolen
identities and murder, of course. The plots are
little bits and pieces of things she reads and hears
in the news. Real life. A little unnerving, but
not for Melissa, who spent every high school
lunch in a math classroom reading Agatha
Christie. For her, mystery comes naturally.

Her Magical Dressmaking Mystery series
is set in Bliss, Texas – a fictional town based
on Glen Rose, Granbury and the Denton
Square. The cozy mysteries invoke a magical
sense of history and spirituality, all through
the art of dressmaking. “In my world, [Butch
Cassidy] goes to Argentina and makes a wish
in this Argentinian fountain that all his
ancestors will be blessed or taken care of,”
Melissa says. “So Harlow, when she makes
things for people, their wishes and dreams
come true – good or bad.” The latest in the
series, A Fitting End, puts Harlow in quite
the predicament: When a local golf pro is
murdered with dressmaking shears, Harlow
becomes the No. 1 suspect.
Melissa’s Lola Cruz Mystery series, on the
other hand, is set in Sacramento, California,
where she used to live. The plot of the latest
book, Bare-Naked Lola, stems from a real-life
murderous tale. “Years ago, there were the
Yosemite Killings,” Melissa says, her eyes
wide. “There was a guy who murdered this
woman and her daughter and a Brazilian
exchange student. He escaped and hid out
in this nudist resort.” Creepy stuff. In her
book, Lola goes undercover for a fictional
pro basketball team and dances in a barelythere cheerleading outfit (a duct-taped bra
is involved) to solve the crime.
Harlow and Lola come alive in Melissa’s
cluttered office. A rainbow of sticky notes
covers the iMac desktop computer. Piles of
paper litter the desk. A large white board
www.dentonlive.com
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hangs nearby, featuring a storyboard grid
for Melissa to fill in. Seq. 1 – Climax. Act
II, Part 2. Promise of the Premise. “It acts as
a road map,” she says. “So much develops
as I write.” On the carpeted floor, propped
against a dressmaking form, is her “dream
board.” Like the collages children make in
school, the black cardboard panel is covered
with inspiration for her Magical Dressmaking
series: Sandra Bullock in the movie “Hope
Floats,” a cutout of the state of Texas, pictures
of dress forms, and the word colorful cut out
from a magazine.
She and her husband, a first generation
Mexican-American, moved from California
to Texas four years ago wanting to live close
to family in a place that afforded them more
financial freedom. Melissa’s mother, a watercolor
artist, lives in nearby Coppell, and her brother
is an art professor at the University of North
Texas. Her husband won a job as principal
at the Newton Razor Elementary, the lone
International Baccalaureate elementary in
Denton. Melissa is grateful for the move – and
the inspiration it brought. “If I were still in
California, there’s no way I would ever have
even dreamt of a town called Bliss, Texas, and
Harlow Jane, and all the little Southern-isms

that come into play,” she says, tugging on
her knitted sweater and flexing her jean-clad
legs. “The food, the accents, the slower way
of life. I hear their voices in my head.” She
looks through her window at her backyard
where her two boxers are galloping in the late
afternoon sun. Melissa finds charm in small
towns, like Denton’s historic Square. Three of
her children go to school in Denton.
As her burgeoning library of books proves,
she knows how to work the system. She didn’t
always. (She can still laugh about the “very nice
personalized rejection letter” that she got for
her first book about time travel.) Familiar with
how hard self-promotion and marketing can
be for beginners, Melissa and author Tonya
Kappes penned a how-to book, The TrickedOut Toolbox, to help new writers navigate the
publishing world. “I joined a couple of writing
organizations and started to learn the process,
found an agent, and she sold it and the rest is
history,” she says of her Lola series. Now, as
marketing director for Entangled Publishing,
a publisher of romantic novels, she helps
new authors with their publicity. Even with
a demanding job and five children, Melissa
makes it work. “I had to write. So I had to
write with them around,” she says.

Her success relies on her fresh approach to
the mystery genre as well as her attention to
creating well-rounded characters, something
her editor loved about her books from the
very beginning. Readers from all cultures can
connect with her gutsy private investigator
Lola Cruz. “You don’t have to be Latina to
like her, and you don’t have to not be Latina
to like her,” says Toni Plummer, Melissa’s first
editor on the Lola series. “She’s relatable to
anybody.” Just like Melissa.
The house is quiet as she walks through the
living room, looking for a good place for an
upcoming photo shoot. She pauses to ruffle
her teenage son’s hair as he sits reading on
the couch. The light streaming in from the
windows highlights pieces of what she loves
most, including a framed watercolor painting
of Our Lady of Guadalupe by her mother
showcasing the Mexican side of family. Melissa
works hard to instill those traditions in her
children, but she is equally proud of her Texas
family, whose sewn and quilted creations hang
in her home and in museums across the state.
In many ways, Melissa is like the area in which
she lives – half Texan and half Latina. With
no need to choose one culture or the other,
both flourish.

[ just the facts ]
New books by Melissa Bourbon Ramirez:
Bare-Naked Lola: The latest in the
Lola Cruz Mysteries (out now).
Deadly Patterns: The third installment in
the Magical Dressmaking Mysteries (due
October 2012).
A Deadly Sacrifice: The first in her new
romantic suspense series based on Mexican
Legends (due late 2012).
The Tricked-Out Toolbox: A roadmap for the
publishing world – great for new authors.
Read more about Melissa: Visit her website:
misaramirez.com. Yep, “Misa.” Curious how
she got the nickname? “The Misa came
from the Chinese cooks at the Orange
Hut, a restaurant I worked at during
college. They couldn’t quite say Missy, my
nickname since childhood, and it came
out Misa.” They called her “chicken legs” in
Chinese, too. “Small favor that one didn’t
stick!” she laughs.
Photos by Agnes O’Hanlon
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The Numbers

New Yorkers
will live

2.85

years longer than
the rest of us.
The saying goes, “An apple a day
keeps the doctor away.” So it should
come as no surprise that Big Apple
residents will live approximately
1,040 days longer than the national
average, according to data from
the Institute for Health Metrics
and Evaluation at the University
of Washington. What keeps the
city that never sleeps ahead of the
game? Over the past two decades,
“New York has focused on healthy
food and physical education in
schools, smoking bans, trans fat
bans, and also promoting simple
things like making it safe and easy
to walk the city,” says Dr. Ali Mokdad,
who led the research. Non-Gothamites, however, have nothing to fear,
he says. “You can live longer anywhere if you change your behavior.”
In other words, city slicker or not,
avoiding that extra-large cola might
not be a half-bad idea.
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Chelsea Handler on the Olympics,
Jumping Back On Stage and Overseas
Intercourse
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 2014 AT 10:26 A.M.

BY JANE R. LEBLANC
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My phone rings. It supposed to be Chelsea Handler calling from her ofﬁce in L.A.
to talk about her upcoming show in Dallas (March 28 at the Verizon Theatre). It
isn't. It's her handler, Elizabeth, yelling over ear-piercing beeps in the
background. They're having "some sort of ﬁre drill or something," she tells me.
When I ﬁnally get Handler on the phone a few minutes later (unscathed), she
doesn't sound too shaken up.
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"I didn't go outside 'cause I don't take ﬁre drills seriously," she says. "I said, 'If
this is how I go, this is how I go.' It's too long of a walk downstairs. I sent the
dogs out. That's about it." No one's ever said Handler isn't considerate.
But people might say she's a workaholic, especially since Handler's taken on so
many different roles -- host of the show Chelsea Lately on E!, stand up
comedian, author of ﬁve books and head honcho of her own publishing imprint
with Grand Central Publishing (Borderline Amazing/A Chelsea Handler Book).
That's not stopping Handler from regressing back to childhood, though.
Growing up in a middle class family in New Jersey, Handler was denied bunk
beds as a kid. So, naturally, the comedian bought some for her L.A. digs. With a
queen size bed on bottom and a double on top, it's adulthood meets elementary.
Handler started spending the night in the "bunk bed room" every so often until
she ﬁnally relented and completely moved in. "I used to be capable," she says.
"Now, there are people in my house that I don't even know who work there."
As little as she cares about who's lounging around her house, there are things
she cares less about -- namely, this year's Olympics. "Usually I'm really into it,"
she says. "I was in the airport watching, and I looked at my friend Mary, and I
said, 'Do you give a shit about this at all?' And she said no. And I go, 'Why? Why
don't we care?' No offense to the people competing, 'cause I know they all
trained so hard, but for some reason it's just not cutting it. Maybe 'cause it's in
Russia."

UPCOMING EVENTS
Gabriel Iglesias: FluffyMania
Wed., Feb. 1, 8:00pm

Casa Manana Presents Rapunzel, Rapun...
Fri., Feb. 3, 7:00pm

"Louie And Ella" ft. Trent Armand Kendall...
Fri., Feb. 3, 8:15pm

Kathy Griffin
Fri., Feb. 3, 9:00pm

Alan Saldana Y Adrian Baroni Comedy
Sat., Feb. 4, 7:00pm

One thing that is cutting it is Handler's role as
author. Her latest book, Uganda Be Kidding Me,
features hilarious travel essays from Handler's
adventures around the globe. "Well, I got myself in a
situation where I was making a ridiculous amount
of money, and I'm just a girl from New Jersey who
grew up with just a normal childhood and middle
class everything," she says. "And I looked at my
parents and thought, this is not how I want to live. I
wanna be wealthy. I wanna travel and I wanna go to
places. If I go to Disney World, I wanna ﬂy, not take
the bus. And I just ﬁgured, you know what? I'm
gonna do that."

And she did, traveling to Africa, the Olympics and Switzerland, where she tore
her ACL skiing. "After a while I was thinking, my life is so great, I'm so lucky. I
have so much gratitude for this, to go on these unbelievable vacations, and be
http://www.dallasobserver.com/arts/chelsea-handler-on-the-olympics-jumping-back-on-stage-and-overseas-intercourse-7093190
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this loud, obnoxious American who doesn't deserve to be going anywhere and
giving a bad name to Americans all around. And the people who deserve to
relive these stories with me are the people who have given me my career, which
are my fans.
"All the stories involve a bunch of my friends, and they all involve me getting
myself into situations that I can't get out of. So I thought, oh maybe I should
write a different kind of book! A travel book, tell all my travel stories. And then I
started writing it, and then I told my editor that I was writing it, and then they
gave me a book deal. And then I thought, oh no, I have to ﬁnish it." Handler
tacked on six more trips to round out her book.
The trip she's most looking forward to now is her stand up tour this year, which
supports her new book. Only recently did she realize that four years had passed
since her last tour. "Yeah, I like to go on the road and see everybody," she says. "I
think it's good, get some interaction with everybody. I'm on TV every night, I
don't get to travel [the U.S.]. I spend so much time out of the country now, I
didn't realize I hadn't been around the country. 'Cause when you do stand up,
you go to every little city you never wanted to. Not all are as fun as Dallas, as
you can imagine. You know, when you're stuck in Des Moines, Iowa, you think, I
don't wanna come back here! But we get to go to cities like Boston, Chicago,
Dallas ... it's just so much fun."
Especially Dallas, a city she has strong ties to. During her ﬁrst book tour, she met
a lesbian couple here and told them that if she ever bought a house in L.A.,
they'd have to go decorate it. Well, she did buy that L.A. house, and the women
followed. That was almost 10 years ago. And while the lesbians have since gone
their separate ways, Handler kept custody of one. The two still live together and
own dogs together, often arguing over who's the better doggy parent. But that's
it. Handler leaves the lesbianing to her friend.
Not that life as a celebrity is all bunk beds and lesbians. Handler has a hard time
dating, 'cause guys don't want the attention being with a celebrity brings. She
went on a double date vacation to Belize for Valentine's Day, "'cause I'm a
romantic," she says. But that's not the only reason. "Men are so scared of me, I
have to leave the country to get penetration. It's a real pain in the ass. I have to
travel high and low to get some action."
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